Once all the marking and error checks are complete, an analysis of the exam can be viewed:

Select a choice from the left column to see the results for that type of analysis.

### STATISTICS

This is a brief description of the statistics provided with the full marking service (as described in ScanExam-II).

**Descriptive:** These statistics include the exam Mean, Standard Deviation, Median, Mode, Minimum, Maximum, Skew, N of Statistic, Number of A+, A, B, C, D, and F grades.

**General Item Analysis:** This analysis provides tabular display of each items difficulty rating, point biserial, number of students answering the item correctly and incorrectly, the correct answer, and the distribution of selections.

**Distracter Analysis:** A tabular view provides question information very similar to the general item analysis described in the preceding section.

**Discriminater Analysis:** This is a method used to identify items that are more or less effective in discriminating students at a particular point in the distribution of students.

Want to learn more about these and other statistics ScanExam-II provides?

Place the mouse arrow over ‘Exam Analysis’ in the ‘View’ menu then press the F1 key to open ScanExam-II Help.

Can I print out these results?

Yes, the exam’s statistics can also be printed from within ScanExam-II:

File -> Print Exam Analysis -> then make a selection.

What’s next? Check here for other PDFs: http://www.uwo.ca/its/scanex/mark/